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Reviewed by Dcwid E. Rowe 
For nearly three decades Felix Klein (1849- 1925) was the doyen of German 
mathematics. Not only did he make fundamental contributions to geometry and 
function theory that significantly influenced further developments in these fields, 
but his extra-mathematical activities played an important part in organizing and 
directing mathematical research and mathematics education during the Wilhel- 
mian era. It was at the beginning of this era that German mathematicians finally 
overcame their particularism and joined together in founding the Deutsclze- 
Mathematiker-Vereinigrrng (DMV). And it was also during these years that math- 
ematicians, scientists, and engineers sought to reform the educational system by 
breaking down the barriers of privilege that effectively isolated the universities 
from developments in the modern world. In Germany, pure and applied knowl- 
edge were sharply distinguished through a bifurcated system of educational insti- 
tutions: Gymnasien and universities trained the mind and prepared young men for 
careers in the professions, civil service, or academia; Realschden and Technische 
Hochschulen (institutes of technology) taught practical knowledge and skills use- 
ful to engineers, tradesmen, mechanics, etc. By the 1890s the drawbacks of this 
system had become apparent to many educators, especially those who taught 
outside the universities. But despite the widespread recognition of the need for 
reform, the problem remained recalcitrant, partly because there was no real mech- 
anism for exerting political pressure on the governmental agencies that regulated 
and controlled educational affairs throughout the Empire. 
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How this drama eventually unfolded forms one of the central chapters in the life 
of I:elix Klein, who was one of the leading spokesmen at the universities for the 
educational reform movements. Klein’s mathematical achievements are, even 
today. still widely known: the “Erlanger Programm,” his work on non-Euclidean 
geqmetries. Riemann surfaces, and automorphic functions; and, of course, every 
mathematician has heard of the Klein bottle, Kleinian groups, and Clifford-Klein 
spaces. His role in the early development of group theory and manifold theory can 
be found in the excellent studies of Wussing [ 19691 and Scholz [1980]. respec- 
tiv(,ly. The monumental [Lorey 19161 contains a great deal of information about 
his activities as an educator. and for biographical information, one may consult 
the autobiographical sketch [Klein 19231, the numerous notes he appended to his 
Ge, wmmelfe Mathemutische Ahhandlungen [Klein I92 I - 19231, or the recent 
wa-k [Frei 19841, which presents many findings that are unavailable in published 
sob rces. 
The single best source for an overview of Klein’s career, however, is Renate 
Tol)ies’ [I9811 biography. Given its brevity, the book conveys a maximum of 
acdurate information with a minimum of verbiage, which is another way of saying 
that it is very well written, indeed. The rudimentary explanations of Klein’s work 
in I:eometry, Riemann surfaces, and Galois theory are clear and well chosen. 
Mcreover, there are few glaring omissions, which considering the complexity of 
Klein’s life is no mean accomplishment. It is true that Klein’s nephew and close 
collaborator, Robert Fricke, goes unmentioned: there is also barely any mention 
of #Iis many important American students. The statement (on p. 62) that Klein 
made three trips to America and received a call to Princeton in 1895 is also 
inaccurate: he made only two trips, and the second one to Princeton was in 1896, 
not 1895. The reviewer is also unaware of any evidence that he was ever offered a 
petition there. It is possible that the author confused Princeton with &lark Univer- 
sit]<, where an offer was definitely made, a fact Tobies leaves unmentioned. But 
whatever the case may be, these are certainly minor flaws in an otherwise bal- 
amed and admirable treatment. In a work of this size, one cannot expect to find a 
full-blown interpretive account of Klein’s career, and the author wisely avoids 
thii; temptation. On the other hand, its brevity sometimes makes it difficult to 
determine who the truly significant figures in the story are, since nearly all lack 
prclfile. Thus, for example, Klein’s students, Adolf Hurwitz and Walter von Dyck, 
who later became two of his most trusted confidants, are barely distinguishable 
from the myriads of other, far less important personages. Tobies’ references to 
Kh:in’s efforts on behalf of women at the universities, his relations with Jewish 
mathematicians, and his nationalism during the First World War all help to give 
her account a contextual focus. Yet when these aspects of his life are accompa- 
nied by commentary at all, it is usually little more than a bow in the direction of a 
Mqrxist reading that does little to illuminate the contemporary situation. 
y’obies’ handling of Klein’s position vis-a-vis the “Jewish question” deserves 
somewhat closer attention. As she points out, his daughter Elisabeth was re- 
mdved from her position as director of a Miidchengymnnsium during the Nazi era 
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because she remained loyal to her Jewish friends. This noble action is then con- 
trasted with the attitude of her father, “who was not entirely free from racist 
thinking” (p. 90). Tobies supports this assessment by referring to an oft-quoted 
remark from one of Klein’s Evanston Colloquium lectures, whereby he suggested 
that the Germanic race may have a fundamentally different form of spatial percep- 
tion than Latin or Hebraic peoples. As Tobies correctly indicates, this statement 
was later used by Nazi sympathizers (most notably Klein’s former student 
Ludwig Bieberbach. the leading architect of “Deutsche Mathematik” during the 
Third Reich; cf. [Bieberbach 1934]), who sought to make Klein a forerunner of the 
movement. To this the author adds the observation that Klein’s racial views 
evidently did not stand in the way of his promoting the careers of Landau and 
Courant, or in seeking personal contact with Einstein. 
This is a slippery issue that Tobies handles rather well, but two points ought to 
be clarified. First, the contention that Klein was influenced by the racial thinking 
that dominated this period is absolutely correct. It is doubtful, however, that 
Klein and his daughter had fundamentally different views regarding the “Jewish 
question,” at least during his iifetifnr. Little is learned by comparing Elisabeth 
Klein’s actions during the Nazi era with a remark her father made in a lecture 
more than forty years earlier-the events and circumstances are simply too incon- 
gruous. A more relevant and contemporaneous comparison might be based in- 
stead on a long letter Elisabeth wrote her father shortly after the War, in which 
she described her hopes as a member of the local committee of the German 
Democratic Party in Essen. One reason she had to be optimistic, she told him. was 
that there were three women on the committee of twenty-five and only nne Jew! 
(E. Klein to father, Dec. 9. 1918, Klein Nachlass X, 432, Niedersgchsische Staats- 
und Universit2tsbibIiothek Gtittingen). 
The second and more crucial point is that Klein’s racial outlook should be 
weighed against his numerous friendships with Jewish mathematicians, whose 
work he both valued and promoted. Here Tobies misses the mark somewhat by 
mentioning his support of Landau, Courant, and Einstein, as all three were youn- 
ger men who were only associated with Klein near the end of his career. Far more 
relevant are the much longer friendships he sustained with Paul Gordan, Max 
Noether, Adolf Hurwitz, and Arthur Schoenflies, whom he supported during the 
last three decades of the 19th century when religious affiliation played a very large 
role in determining one’s academic future. It is unfortunate that this point regard- 
ing Klein’s relationships with Jewish mathematicians has not been emphasized in 
the past, particularly since the unwary reader might easily form the wrong impres- 
sion. Such is bound to be the case when just the opposite view is forwarded, as, 
for example, in the editorial remarks that accompany the recent English transla- 
tion of Klein’s Vorlesungen iiher dir EntMicklung der Muthemmtik im 19. 
Jahrhundert [Klein 19791. These statements are especially lamentable, as no other 
single work gives such a clear idea of the mental world and mathematical culture 
Klein lived in. The editor, Robert Hermann, opens the book by saying that Klein 
was a man with “outspoken views on science, culture, and individuals. Some are 
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proiound and significant, while others are petty, mean and bigoted” [Klein 1979, 
iii]. His concluding remarks are as follows: 
One comes away from these lectures almost overwhelmed. Certainly they don’t write them 
like that anymore! Some of Klein’s views on the necessity of intuition and applications in 
mathematics are just as valid today. although Klein certainly spoils his case for us by his 
blatant nationalism and racism. Judging from his statements here, he hated most, in descend- 
ing order a) Frenchmen, b) Jews. and c) Axiomatists. It is a good thing that there were no 
France-Judaic-Axiomatists! It would be almost funny if there had been no Hitler to pander to 
this disease of the German intellectual mind [Klein 1979. 3651. 
EIermann’s assessment has been criticized already in [DieudonnC 19811, but the 
dartlage remains. What seems to have gone unnoticed is that during the 1920s 
G&tingen was rife with Jewish mathematicians and physicists. This was no acci- 
deo t: it was rather the indirect result of a policy Klein had consistently followed in 
me4ng appointments there, a policy that knew only one criterion for evaluating a 
mahematician’s worth--talent. German science went on after the Nazis came to 
poiver-in Berlin and elsewhere-but once the Jewish professors had been ban- 
ishl:d from its ranks, Giittingen was reduced to a position of minor importance. 
E;or the reader interested in a more interpretive account of Klein’s later career 
anal its relation to larger developments during the Wilhelmian era, the studies by 
Mdnegold and Pyenson are to be recommended. Karl-Heinz Manegold’s 
grdundbreaking contribution of 1970 focuses on Klein’s role in promoting tech- 
no)ogical education and research within the German universities. This study is 
particularly noteworthy for having resurrected almost from scratch Klein’s pio- 
ne8 ring efforts in bringing technology to Giittingen, as practically all the 
behind-the-scenes maneuvering could be recovered only through intensive archi- 
val research. After sketching Klein’s interest in technical education during his 
early career, Manegold goes on to give a detailed account of his numerous at- 
te@pts to induce the Prussian Ministry of Culture, and particularly its Director of 
Udiversity Affairs, Friedrich Althoff, to support various schemes for fostering 
closer interaction between scientific and technological research. For nearly ten 
ye@rs Klein persisted in these efforts without any sign of tangible success: outside 
of iI handful of colleagues and friends, such as the physicist Eduard Riecke and the 
technologist Carl von Linde, he encountered nothing but indifference and hostil- 
ity from every quarter. The engineers thought his plans were nothing but a ploy to 
enlure the dominance of the universities over the Technische Hochschulen, while 
thd university community viewed them as a threat to true scholarship and the 
traditional values and privileges associated with Wissenschuft. Even Althoff, who 
latlx embraced Klein’s program wholeheartedly, was for many years skeptical of 
big ideas, or at best a reluctant ally. 
Klein’s efforts to make Giittingen a leading center for applied mathematics and 
technological research should not be viewed in isolation from his earlier mathe- 
mqtical career, as they were a direct outgrowth of his characteristic outlook on 
mathematics and its relation to the world at large. As Lewis Pyenson points out, 
for Klein mathematics was part of an organic unity: it was like a tree, whose roots 
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lie deep in the soil of abstract principles, but whose branches must also be nour- 
ished through their contact with the sciences, pure and applied, as well as geomet- 
ric intuition. Alongside his very direct control of mathematics proper at Gott- 
ingen, Klein also sought new ways of bringing it closer to other scientific 
disciplines. In doing so he was at least partly inspired by the scientific institutes 
that were expanding rapidly throughout the universities during the “Althoff era” 
(1882-1907). No German mathematician could even dream of having the power 
and prestige of scientists like Helmholtz, Rontgen, Emil Fischer, or Walter 
Nernst. As heads of research institutes with expensive equipment and large staffs 
of researchers, these men had nearly complete control of their budgets and the 
personnel working under them. What Klein accomplished, however, was even 
more ambitious, for he managed to develop and, in a de facto sense, control a 
complex of institutes ranging from theoretical and applied physics, astronomy, 
and electrotechnology to geophysics. applied mathematics, mechanics, and aero- 
dynamics. 
Manegold gives a thoroughgoing account of how this all transpired. The turning 
point came in 1898 with the founding of the Gottingen Association for the Ad- 
vancement of Applied Physics, a loosely structured organization of industrialists. 
scientists, and technicians. Through its funding and guidance the new institutes at 
Gottingen were built and equipped, while the German government granted match- 
ing funds and established new professorships to head them. Although it was later 
overshadowed by the Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft, founded in I91 I, the Gott- 
ingen Association was a pivotal development in German scientific/technological 
research, as it was the first organization to provide on-going private support for 
such undertakings. Alongside his account of Klein’s activities up to and immedi- 
ately after the formation of the Gottingen Association, Manegold also deals with 
related developments within the institutes of technology during the 1890s. Here a 
movement was underfoot, led by Alois Riedler. that sought to secure the same 
kinds of rights and privileges for these institutions as were enjoyed by the univer- 
sities. Not surprisingly, the sentiment of most university academicians was decid- 
edly against extending these benefits to what they felt were nothing more than 
glorified trade schools. Thus the German higher education system had a genuine 
war on its hands, the key issue being whether or not the T~~chnische Hoc~hsc~h~rlen 
would be allowed to confer a doctoral degree in engineering. As Manegold points 
out, this highly charged atmosphere was one of the prime reasons for the angry 
reception Klein’s Gottingen plans were accorded by the engineering community. 
But Klein was also one of the small minority of university professors who sup- 
ported the technician’s demands for rights commensurate with those of the uni- 
versities. Not that he had much influence on this score; his colleagues were firmly 
entrenched and not about to yield. As it turned out, however. the technicians’ 
pleading fell on sympathetic ears with both Althoff and the Kaiser. In 1899 
Wilhelm I1 issued an imperial decree granting the Tec%nische Hochschrrlen the 
right to confer a doctoral degree, and the agitation within the ranks of the Twhni- 
kern soon thereafter subsided. 
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The major problem with Manegold’s handling of these events is that he paints 
fag too heroic a picture of Klein’s role in them. Rather than viewing Klein’s 
aclions as those of one partisan among many in a complex power struggle, 
Mimegold tends to see him engaged in a lonely battle of pure ideals pitted against 
conventional wisdom and vested interests. Klein is the dramatic protagonist who, 
after overcoming immense odds, gradually gains Althoff’s approval and finds a 
chlImpion within the industrial sector in Henry Biittinger. But even after the 
folmding of the Giittingen Association the resistance still does not die out, as 
Aq.olf Slaby, a leading spokesman for the engineers, threatens to break up the 
Association by appealing to his direct influence with the Kaiser. At the last critical 
moment, however, the crisis is averted, the adversary enlightened, the stage 
fiqally set for embarking on the new venture. According to Manegold, Klein was 
tht: true heir to the engineering tradition of Gaspard Monge and the Ecole Poly- 
te(:hnique, and, as such. a universalist who spanned the interests of both science 
and technology. He points to Klein’s interest in mathematical models, physics, 
arid applied mathematics, as well as his apprenticeship under PIticker, who was influ- 
erlced by Faraday’s spatial-intuitive approach to natural philosophy. Coming 
from this tradition, with its latent Enlightenment rationalism, Klein quickly per- 
ceived the dangers in the separation of the “two cultures,” as institutionalized in 
thl: bifurcated German school system. Manegold maintains it was Klein’s desire to 
overcome this cleft that led him to submit a proposal to the Prussian Ministry of 
Qlture in 1888 calling for the unification of the universities and institutes of 
tel:hnology. When this proved unfeasible, he opted for the next best thing: the 
esltablishment of technical institutes at the universities, beginning with Giittingen. 
This interpretation of Klein’s career, however, does not stand up well under 
clr)ser scrutiny. Rather than showing how Klein gradually developed his program 
add brought it to fruition at Giittingen, Manegold tends to give the impression that 
hi; guiding ideas were almost immaculately conceived. Thus he overrates the 
inlluence of the polytechnical tradition in Klein’s educational background, when 
in~fact his early training in the Clebsch school was much closer to the neohumanis- 
tic value system still prevalent in the German universities. This is clearly re- 
flatted, for example, by the views Klein expressed in his inaugural address at 
Ellangen concerning mathematics education. Both Manegold and Pyenson dis- 
cti ss the contents of this important speech, but arrive at curiously different con- 
clilsions as to what Klein actually said in it. Pyenson’s much more accurate 
analysis is confirmed by what Wilhelm Lorey pointed out over fifty years ago, 
ni.mely that the program Klein presented in 1872 for improving mathematics 
education and thereby creating a bridge between the “two cultures” was solidly 
glounded in neohumanistic principles [Lorey 1916, 1661. (For more on this see 
[B.owe 19851.) Furthermore, Manegold downplays the fact that Klein had very 
little contact with the educational practices at the institutes of technology before 
he: went to Munich in 1876. The adjustment he had to make there was in many 
41~s difficult coming from a university background, and he relied heavily on his 
cu+lleague, Alexander Brill, for advice and support. After teaching at the Trchni- 
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sche Hochschule in Munich, Klein had a new appreciation for the importance of 
practical mathematics, descriptive geometry, model construction, and mechanical 
drawing. Still he was a long way from conceiving anything like the Gottingen 
Association. It was only after his trip to the United States in 1893, when he toured 
the facilities at Cornell and MIT among other places, that he began to consider the 
possibility of bringing private industry into the picture. 
By overlooking these factors and presenting Klein as a universalist whose 
actions were dictated by the general interests of German education. Manegold 
creates the misleading impression that he was somehow above the conflicts in 
which he was embroiled. Certainly this was the image Klein himself continually 
sought to portray in his numerous pronouncements on the role of technological 
education in the universities, and here it appears that Manegold has mistaken 
Klein’s advertising for the genuine article. It was no secret that one of Klein’s 
primary goals was to upgrade the quality of scientific training for engineers, and in 
one of his more candid statements Klein even referred to the technicians at the 
universities as the new “general staff,” while those at the Technischr Hoch- 
schulen were merely the “front officers” in the operation. Manegold dismisses 
this as nothing more than an unfortunate metaphor that was seized upon by 
Klein’s enemies in their propaganda campaign against his plan for importing tech- 
nology to Gottingen. What he forgets to say is that it was also a very apt descrip- 
tion of the way Klein actually viewed this whole enterprise. 
None of these criticisms, however, should be allowed to obscure the central 
importance of Manegold’s book, which remains the single most important study of 
Klein’s career. This work put an unknown, complex, and altogether crucial chap- 
ter in the history of technology and education on the map. Not many books can 
claim to have accomplished something of equal significance. 
Lewis Pyenson’s recent study attempts to rectify some of the weaknesses in 
Manegold’s account by stressing the underlying social and political interests that 
were at stake. Although concentrating his attention on the reform movements 
in the secondary schools (Gymnasium, Oherrealsc~hulen, and Reulgymnusium. 
where, as a compromise between the other two, Latin was offered but not Greek), 
Pyenson relates these developments to those that took place in higher education. 
The larger context he has in mind is the study of an old elite-the pure mathemati- 
cians-under modernist reform pressures, a theme made famous by Fritz Ringer’s 
Decline of the German Mandarins [Ringer 19691, although Ringer’s study was 
confined to the German professoriate in the humanities and social sciences. 
Pyenson’s main thesis can be summarized as follows: The mathematics profes- 
sion in 19th-century Germany was supported by the dominant neohumanist ideol- 
ogy, which stressed the independence of scholarly endeavor from standards exter- 
nal to the field itself. In the case of mathematics, this meant that applications to 
the real world were strongly subordinated to the growth of an abstract body of 
knowledge. After the founding of the Second Empire, however, new pressures for 
practical knowledge placed severe strains on this antiquated philosophy of mathe- 
matics. By the 1890s a reform movement was under way that called for a massive 
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o\ erhaul of the entire educational system, and in particular a new form of mathe- 
matics instruction that stressed the utility of the subject, rather than regarding it as 
merely a tool for training the mind. Within this reform movement, a radical 
faction among the Oherlehrer (secondary school teachers) wanted more labora- 
tory work and experimental science in the curriculum, and less emphasis on 
mathematics, pure or applied. According to Pyenson, the pure mathematicians at 
the universities, led by Felix Klein, responded to this crisis in their profession by 
diverting the reform movement in school mathematics along more moderate lines, 
thereby preserving their traditional prerogatives while ensuring that the demand 
fur mathematics instructors would continue to expand in the future. Thus far from 
viewing Klein as a progressive hero heralding the new machine-age culture, a la 
Manegold, Pyenson sees him as a shrewd elitist who sought to co-opt rhe truly 
pt,ogressive forces in the educational reform movement. In Manegold’s account 
Klein appears as a sage, whose universal genius enabled him to see that the 
rBconciliation of scientific and technological interests and resources was part of 
ttie rationalization process that was necessary for the formation of a modern 
scrciety. Pyenson’s version, on the other hand, marks him as a “pure mathemati- 
cian,” and thus implicitly, a defender of neohumanist values, whose first and 
fqlremost objective was to maintain the hegemony of his elite against those who 
were crying out for more sweeping and democratic reforms. 
The thesis Pyenson sets forth would appear to offer a promising alternative to 
Manegold’s interpretation, but its promise remains unfulfilled as his book seems 
to raise many more interesting questions than it actually answers. Moreover, the 
treatment of its central thesis is unconvincing, for the following reasons. First, the 
najor concepts Pyenson employs--” neohumanism” and “pure mathematics”- 
a-e never sharply elucidated. Thus instead of examining where and how these 
interacted during the Wilhelmian era, as the title of the book suggests, Pyenson 
einphasizes how they reinforced one another during the first huff of the 19th 
c:ntury. He then seems to take it as an article of faith that the pattern remained 
more or less constant throughout the remainder of the century. Yet recent studies 
of mathematics education in the German Gymnasien suggest that the influence of 
neohumanism was a dynamic rather than static factor, and varied widely not only 
aver the course of the century but in different state-administered school systems 
as well. (See [Schubring 19831 for an in-depth analysis of these developments in 
Prussia.) 
An even more troublesome feature in Pyenson’s argument is its failure to de- 
sl:ribe the role of “pure” and “applied” mathematics in German higher educa- 
tion. By ignoring this distinction, Pyenson gives the impression that he regards 
“pure mathematics” and “mathematics” as more or less interchangeable terms. 
He thereby obscures many of the key historical traditions that shaped the German 
mathematical landscape during the latter half of the 19th century. One of the most 
important of these was the great Berlin school of Weierstrass, Kummer, and 
Kronecker, which was certainly the bastion of “pure mathematics” and neohu- 
manist ideals up until the early 1890s. Indeed, Berlin continued in this tradition 
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even after its heyday had passed and its was eclipsed by Giittingen. Klein never 
lost an opportunity to point out that the GGttingen tradition on which he had built 
was rooted in entirely different soil: Gauss, Riemann, and Clebsch were all con- 
cerned with the interplay between mathematical and physical ideas, in diametric 
opposition to the “purism” of the Berlin school. And, of course, Klein had been 
the editor of Mathemutische Annulen for nearly twenty years by the time he took 
over the reins of power in Giittingen. From its founding in 1868 by Clebsch and the 
mathematical physicist Carl Neumann, the Anna/en served as a counterweight to 
the Berlin-dominated Journal fiir reine und unge\+*undte Muthemutik (jestingly 
referred to as the “Journal for Pure Unapplied (rrnungewundte) Mathematics”). 
One cannot fully appreciate Klein’s career or the role of pure and applied mathe- 
matics in Germany apart from these (and other) traditions associated with various 
schools. Pyenson creates the faulty impression that the training of students was 
basically the same throughout Germany, and that everywhere neohumanist ideals 
were dominant. Yet there had always been an “underground network” of mathe- 
maticians in Germany whose work stressed various aspects of applied mathemat- 
ics and mathematical physics. Had there not been, Klein could hardly have found 
talents like Schiinflies, Weber, Sommerfeld, Runge, and Prandtl to carry forth this 
tradition at GGttingen. 
A second problem with Pyenson’s argument is its lack of documentation. Con- 
sidering, for example, the importance for Pyenson’s thesis of the radical faction of 
Oherlehrer, one would anticipate ample discussion of their politics and activities. 
Instead, Pyenson gives a long summary of a speech given by Ernst Mach in 1886 
(pp. 34-37), which he suggests gives an accurate reflection of the spirit behind the 
radical program (p. 52). He then mentions the views of only one Oherlchrer whom 
he identifies as a radical: Albert Richter, an active figure in Der derrtschr Verein 
zur Fiirderung des muthemutischen und ncttrrrrzli.ssens~hcrfili~.h~~n Untc~rrichts 
(Fiirderungsuerein), which was the major organization calling for reforms in the 
mathematics curriculum. That Richter’s views had an early following within the 
Fiirderungsuerein is confirmed by the testimony of Wilhelm Lorey [Lorey 1916, 
2431. Yet Lorey claims that this group was in the minority almost from the start, 
and that Albert Schiilke and Alexander Wernicke succeeded in leading a counter- 
movement against the radical utilitarians in 1891. Pyenson also notes (p. 52) that 
there were strong moderate forces within the Fiirderrrngsuerein from the begin- 
ning, which makes his central chapter, “Felix Klein Diverts the Reform Move- 
ment,” most unclear, as Klein had no substantial contact with the F&derungs- 
uerein before 1894. The only prominent opponent of Klein’s views whom Pyenson 
mentions in this chapter is Alois Riedler, who was an engineering professor at the 
Charlottenburg Institute of Technology, not an Oherlehrer. Most of what Pyenson 
has to say about the conflict between Klein and Riedler merely recapitulates what 
Manegold has written, and from this it is clear that Riedler had his own particular 
axe to grind: certainly he was in no sense a spokesman for the Fiirderungsuerein. 
The question thus remains: When and how was this radical movement actually 
diverted? Pyenson never really deals with this issue. Instead, he merely cites a 
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number of testimonials from persons who objected to Klein’s schemes. Thus 
besides Riedler, who serves as the prosecution’s chief witness, we hear from 
tnathematicians like Alfred Pringsheim, Eduard Study, and Max Simon, all three 
ttniversity professors. What Pyenson fails to emphasize is that all three also 
represented the traditional standards of “pure mathematics,” which they felt 
lvere threatened by Klein’s educational innovations. To borrow the author’s ter- 
minology: these men were reactionaries, not radicals. 
A third problem is that when Pyenson does provide documentation, it is not 
illways reliable. Consider, for example. his account of how the Derttsche Marhe- 
inatiker-Veveini~unR came into being: 
Months after their Oberlehrer counterparts Iformed the Fiirdc,~cfnasuc,~~,in 1, university 
mathematicians coalesced into a reformist pressure group. At the I889 Heidelberg meeting of 
the German Association of Scientists and Physicians, the so-called Naturforscher. twenty 
participants in the section devoted to mathematics and physics circulated a call to create a 
specialized society. In Felix Klein’s view the group of twenty sought a separate identity to 
prevent mathematics from degenerating to a mere handmaiden of the “theoretical sciences.” 
At least this was Klein’s desire in joining with the conspirators to inaugurate the new society 
a year later at the Bremen meeting of the Naturforscher. tp, 49) 
In just what sense the DMV was a “reformist pressure group” remains un- 
b:lear-whom were they pressuring and what were they trying to reform? The 
ntimation that it was formed in direct response to the creation of the Fiirderrtngs- 
lerein is certainly doubtful, as plans for creating the DMV had been in effect long 
?efore the Heidelberg meeting (cf. [Gericke 1966; Dauben 1979, 161-1631). As for 
Klein’s motivation in entering this “conspiracy,” it was exactly the opposite of 
vYhat Pyenson claims (the passage he refers to is in [Klein 1895, 721). Far from 
stating that he was concerned that mathematics would become a handmaiden of 
:he sciences, Klein emphatically remarked that the mathematical community 
“perceived that under the influence of modern developments in our field, the 
;langer of isolation was growing ever greater” [Klein 1895,721 (my translation and 
emphasis). 
Although Klein is the central actor in the struggle he depicts, Pyenson’s colorful 
arose does not always do justice to the facts surrounding his career. Consider, for 
m:xample, the following passage: 
Lagging behind in a desperate race against Henri Poincare to elaborate Bernhard 
Riemann’s thoughts on automorphic functions, in 1882 Klein suffered a mental breakdown. A 
victim of the destructive drives that also claimed the spirit of Georg Cantor. Klein gradually 
reentered the academic arena. In 1887 he finally received a call from the Prussian Kultus- 
ministerium and moved to a chair of IlldtheIIIdIiCS at Gottingen. His original research near an 
end, Klein began slowly to realize his abiding genius for organizing a new. synthetic vision of 
mathematical sciences. At Gottingen he set about creating a proper climate for implementing 
his ideas on mathematics education. He organized a collection of three-dimensional models. 
(pp. 56-57) 
Regarding the competition with Poincare, if Klein were lagging behind (which is 
rot altogether accurate) this was in all likelihood not the cause of his breakdown. 
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Neither were Klein and Poincare elaborating Riemann’s “thoughts on automor- 
phic functions”: Klein was led to this field principally through his own prior 
work on elliptic modular functions and the work of Schwarz, while Poincare was 
totally unaware of Riemann’s work in function theory and discovered automor- 
phic functions on his own by elaborating on earlier investigations of Fuchs. The 
term “automorphic” was first coined by Klein in a paper of 1890. It should be 
stressed that Klein’s breakdown was not mental in nature, but rather the result of 
overwork leading to physical exhaustion and depression, the primary symptom 
being asthmatic attacks. Thus the comparison with Cantor, who was indeed men- 
tally ill and spent a good deal of time in the Halle Nevuenkfirtik (cf. [Dauben 1979, 
285-287]), is certainly overdrawn. As to whether Klein was a “victim of destruc- 
tive drives,” it is difficult to imagine what evidence might support such an assess- 
ment. 
Furthermore, Klein was called to Gottingen in 1885, not 1887, whereas his 
“abiding genius for organizing” was certainly demonstrated during his career in 
Leipzig (cf. [Beckert & Schumann 1981, 41-72. 82-91]), if not earlier. Finally, 
Gottingen was the one university at which Klein did not need to establish a 
collection of mathematical models (he had done so at Erlangen and Leipzig), as H. 
A. Schwarz had already organized such a collection many years earlier. Further 
down the same page, Pyenson writes that Hilbert replaced Schwarz at Gottingen 
in 1892. Schwarz was followed by Heinrich Weber; it was not until 1895 that 
Hilbert. succeeding Weber. finally joined Klein at the future “Mecca of Mathe- 
matics.” 
Lewis Pyenson has been a long-time observer of the Gottingen scene, and his 
numerous studies of developments there in mathematical physics, particularly 
relativity theory, are essential reading for anyone interested in the early reception 
of Einstein’s theory (e.g., [Pyenson 1977, 1979al). The present work is much more 
speculative and global in scope, having grown out of an earlier study [Pyenson 
1979b], which forwards the same basic thesis regarding reform movements in 
mathematics coupled with an assessment of their role in shaping the character of 
modern physics. Although his book makes little mention of the latter theme, 
Pyenson emphasizes its importance in the preface: 
I sought to understand the preconditions for the appearance in physics of a number of the 
fields of pure mathematics-including non-Euclidean geometries. integral equations, and 
abstract algebras. These developments seemed to be related to a revolution in German 
pedagogy. My goal was to connect the reception of the theories in physics to the new regime 
in mathematics instruction. tp. ix) 
In his earlier article, Pyenson differentiates between “classical physics.” 
grounded in 19th-century mechanics and the physical properties of an ether, and a 
new “instrumentalist” approach that abandoned physical models and appealed to 
ad hoc hypotheses and abstract mathematics [Pyenson 1979b. 1 IO-1 111. His at- 
tempt to explain this shift as a concomitant of changes that took place in German 
secondary education is certainly provocative, but it appears to attribute a very 
large effect to a relatively minor cause. It is difficult to believe, for instance, that 
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the early mathematical training obtained by Heisenberg and Born was so radically 
different from that which Planck and Sommerfeld received. The fact is that the 
“revolution in German pedagogy” Pyenson refers to was not nearly so sweeping 
;ts he, at times, seems to imply. The French school system had already imple- 
lnented even more advanced reforms than the ones Germany only gradually intro- 
duced during the first decade of the century, and the Meran proposals of 1905 that 
‘were backed by Klein’s contingent basically called for nothing more than a mod- 
1:rnization of the curriculum. Their central premise was that secondary school 
;nathematics should emphasize the function concept and its applications as op- 
I>osed to the earlier stress on formal exercises intended to foster skill in perform- 
ng calculations. There was no appeal for increased hours of instruction in mathe- 
natics, nor did the Meran proposals adopt Klein’s plan for introducing calculus in 
.he schools. 
Pyenson may well be right in pointing to a figure like Alois Riedler as a spokes- 
nan for an experimentalist tradition in German science that opposed the trend 
.oward mathematical abstraction in physics. But can his characterization of the 
:xperimentalists as the “progressive party” be reconciled with the fact that its 
:ventual leaders were men like the arch-nationalist Willy Wien, as well as Philipp 
Lenard and Johannes Stark, the champions of Delrtsche Physik both before and 
;luring the Nazi era? Pyenson’s thesis appears to contain the implicit assumption 
ihat even by the turn of the century it was still feasible to do theoretical physics 
without relying on complex, modern mathematics-indeed, that experiment was 
the proper basis for the discipline, and due only to the intrusion of elitist “pure 
mathematicians” was it prevented from assuming its rightful role. But why, then, 
had Fourier, Hamilton, Kelvin, Maxwell, Rayleigh, Gibbs-and hosts of others- 
already been utilizing ever more sophisticated mathematics to support physical 
theories throughout the course of the 19th century? And as for the German tradi- 
tion, it was already neck-deep in higher mathematics ever since Neumann and 
Jacobi founded the Kijnigsberg seminar in 1834. As Kathryn Olesko has pointed 
out, the key ingredient in Neumann’s highly influential training program for physi- 
cists was his course in mechanics [Olesko 19811. But then what, after all, could be 
more fundamental in the educational background of a mid-l9th-century physicist 
than assimilating the collective achievements of Newton, Euler. Lagrange, and 
Laplace? 
Pyenson is right in rejecting Manegold’s sugar-coated version of Klein’s career 
in educational politics, and he is equally right in stressing Klein’s elitism and his 
belief that mathematics should serve as a substructure for physics and other 
disciplines. But in underscoring these features to the exclusion of practically all 
other considerations, he ends up presenting a one-sided and distorted reading of 
Klein’s career that falls well below the standard set by Manegold’s original ver- 
sion. Klein’s views were not adopted merely as a convenient political stance in 
order to save mathematics as a profession-there were obvious epistemological 
reasons as well, reasons rooted in the entire history of physics from Galileo to 
Einstein. Believing that mathematics was built on logic and a system of axiomatic 
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deduction, Klein also held that physics was deeply rooted in mathematics. And 
while neither physics nor mathematics itself was exhausted through the applica- 
tion of these grounding principles, the attempt to separate the superstructure from 
the substructure could only lead to the impoverishment of both. 
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